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How to Promote a Culture of 
Innovation

Patricia Drea and Sherry McGowan

Agenda

• Overview of best practices program

• Examples of innovative best practices

• Creating a best practice program

• Inspiring staff to submit innovative ideas

• Measuring program results

• Modifying program to fit your organization
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Objectives

In this presentation you will learn:

 The steps necessary to create a best practices awards program which engages staff and creates 
innovative ideas. 

 How to encourage staff to examine their successes and formalize ideas to present.

 How to measure program results to ensure positive outcomes.

Best Practice Program

• Established in 2014

• Best practices recognize exceptional outcomes that result from programs 
developed by our offices

• Created an exceptional educational platform created by peers  

• Programs have been viewed more than 4,000 times by offices 

• Quality of services improves rapidly as offices adopt best practices

• Recognizes office and staffs 

• Creates a healthy competitive environment 
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Benefits of 
Best 
Practices 

Defined Higher Benchmarks for 
Outcomes

Clarified Processes/Results

Collaborated as a Team 

Corrected and Calibrated 
Processes

Created a Context for Future 
Performance Improvement 

Inside Look At Best Practice

Sherry McGowan shares her Best Practice Program

Retention through A Culture of Care

The Why Behind the What 

Backdrop for the Culture of Care 

Satisfaction Surveys

Measurements on the Cost of Turnover

Measuring Outcomes
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Recruitment, Onboarding and Retention

• Culture is mission critical

• Culture of caring permeates our activities

• We breathe hope and optimism in caregiver communications

• Incorporate recognitions, bonuses and “Angel Check-ins”

• Integrity is stressed in onboarding and is reflected in all interactions

• Annual reviews are a positive and celebratory event

Categories 

• Lead conversion

• Caregiver recruitment

• Caregiver retention

• Orientation/onboarding

• New HR/legislative requirements

• Programs that enhance client experience

• Financial health

• Marketing excellence

• Areas of operational improvement
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Categories

• Lead conversion

• Caregiver recruitment

• Caregiver retention

• Orientation/onboarding

• Policy, compliance and legal 
issues

• Programs that enhance client 
experience

• Financial health

• Marketing excellence

• Areas of operational improvement

• Design strategies and solutions 

• Enhancing the use of technology

• Workforce development

Annual Review

The greatest testimony for this annual review process is this:

Caregivers have kept review appointments 100% of the time.

• Caregiver does self-evaluation

• Four review areas covered:
1. Reflect on significant client moments
2. Discuss self-evaluation scores and identify areas to both celebrate and 

stretch
3. Dialogue on caregivers' feedback, personal goals and suggestions for office
4. Share comments from office staff and clients
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0‐6 months
52%

6‐12 months
15%

1‐2 years
17%

2‐3 years
7%

3‐4 years
3%

4‐5 years
2%

5‐8 years
4%

Retention - Total hires 2011 to 2021 by tenure

Measuring our Successes and Stretches

• Feedback from annual reviews

• HR measurements

• Satisfaction Surveys

Recommend 
Employment

Openness to New 
Ideas

Office Staff 
Support

Clear 
Expectations

Caregiver Client 
Compatibility

Caregiver 
Recognition
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What Makes A Best Practice 

Each applicant must demonstrate evidence of the following 
criteria

Process and planning

Staff involvement

Measurable results

Ability to replicate

What Is the Best Practice Selection 
Process
Written Application

• Office contact information
• Size of office, billable hours
• Selection of category 
• Title of the best practice
• Problem/opportunity
• Process/plan
• Staff involvement
• Measurement of success

Supporting Documentation

• Forms/packets

• Policies

• Measurement tools

• Booklets

• Promotional tools
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Sample Planning Calendar

• November: Announcement of the opening of Best Practice applications 
with application forms

• January (3rd week): Deadline for applications

• February (2nd week): Three finalists are selected from the three categories

• March (2nd week): All finalists present in front of judges

• June (4th week): Winners are announced at the Annual Meeting

Encouraging Participation and Reaping 
Greater Benefits
• Cultivating possible best practices entries is done all year long

• Acknowledging innovations when noticed often leads to applications

• Applicants and winners are celebrated by their peers

• Applicants are enthusiastic about their experience and often return again 

• Best practices enhance overall learning throughout the organization

• Each year the overall quality and content of the proposals improves
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Categories

• Lead conversion

• Caregiver recruitment

• Caregiver retention

• Orientation/onboarding

• New HR/leg requirements

• Programs that enhance client experience

• Financial health

• Marketing excellence

Data Measurement 

• Revenue by month or quarter compared to prior year

• Profit margin compared to prior month, quarter, etc.

• Caregiver turnover first 90 days, first six months, etc.

• Average number of days from application to first day of work

• Inquiry to Start of Care, Inquiry to assessment, assessment to SOC

• Customer satisfaction surveys

• Caregiver satisfaction surveys

• Net Promoter Score – on a scale of 1-10, how likely are you to recommend
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Data Measurement 

• Inquiries: “Where did you hear about us?” 
• Compare to marketing money spent

• Actual clients: “Where did you hear…?” 
• Compare to marketing money spent

• Clients from referral sources: Hospital d/c, HHA, AAA, Case Managers  

• Client acquisition costs and client average lifetime value

• Errors in billing, payroll, supervisory visit and other compliance areas

• Billing collections: Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)

• Unstaffed hours: Any hour originally requested but not serviced 

How do I modify this program for my 
organization?
• Program can be adapted to any size organization

• Start out small; you can grow the program from year to year

• Even a single company location can have an exciting Best Practice 
Program

• For smaller programs, consider engaging your scheduling coordinators, 
billing staff, client intake and/or caregiver education staff

• Create exciting rewards for winners and recognition for all who 
participated
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In closing…

Our offices had difficulty innovating.

Until Best Practices 

Which grew quickly in numbers, 

Spreading participation and enthusiasm. 

This led to more than 100+ additional innovations which were

shared company wide and nationwide. 

Consider developing a Best Practices Program for your organization.

QUESTIONS?


